Abstract: When impulse responses in dynamic multivariate models such as identified VARs are given economic interpretations, it is important that reliable statistical inferences be provided. Before probability assessments are provided, however, the model must be normalized. Contrary to the conventional wisdom, this paper argues that normalization, a rule of reversing signs of coefficients in equations in a particular way, could considerably affect the shape of the likelihood and thus probability bands for impulse responses. A new concept called ML distance normalization is introduced to avoid distorting the shape of the likelihood. Moreover, this paper develops a Monte Carlo simulation technique for implementing ML distance normalization.
Introduction
When dynamic multivariate models such as vector autoregressions (VARs) are used for policy analysis, economically meaningful restrictions are often placed on individual equations or blocks of equations and economic interpretations are usually presented by impulse responses.
1 It is well known that these interpretations are not affected by reversing signs of all coefficients in an equation or equivalently reversing the sign of an identified shock. Consequently, a traditional approach is to restrict arbitrarily the value of one non-zero coefficient to be, say, positive.
Textbooks associate this arbitrary approach with formal name "a normalization rule" (e.g., Judge et al., 1985, p.576) .
In a recent paper, Sims and Zha (1995) avail themselves of such a normalization rule as though probability bands for impulse responses would also be invariant to how an equation is normalized. Unfortunately, such invariant property no longer holds when one makes probability statements. This paper shows that probability distributions for impulse responses can be sensitive to different normalization rules. It introduces a normalization rule called "ML distance normalization" and argues from a viewpoint of likelihood principles that this rule avoids false inferential conclusions by preserving the shape of the likelihood or the posterior distribution.
Moreover, this paper develops a random walk Metropolis algorithm that proves efficient for identified VAR models and applies this algorithm to an example to highlight practical importance of ML distance normalization.
Section 2 of this paper sets up a general framework of dynamic multivariate models and shows that reversing signs of coefficients in an equation is equivalent to reversing the sign of an identified shock in that equation. Section 3 discusses rigorously the concept of normalization in a new context, introduces the notion of ML distance normalization, and offers analysis of different normalization rules and their implications for statistical inferences. Section 4 develops a Monte Carlo Bayesian method for computing probability bands for impulse responses and applies it to an example to show that other rules of normalization, as compared to ML distance normalization, can yield misleading results in practice. Section 5 closes this paper with concluding remarks.
General Framework
This section provides a general framework that summarizes the identified VARs both without any priors and with proper priors. Consider dynamic, stochastic models of the form:
where A L ( ) is an n n × matrix polynomial in lag operator L , y t ( ) is an n × 1 vector of observations of n variables at time t , C is an n × 1 vector of constant terms, and ε( ) t is an
Following Sims and Zha (1997) , rewrite (1) in the matrix form:
Although only constant terms are considered here, the analysis can be extended to other sets of exogenous
where p ( > 0 ) is a lag length, k np = +1, A is an n n × matrix, and A + is a k n × matrix. Note that the columns in A and A + correspond to the parameters in individual equations.
Let a= a i i n
, formed by stacking the columns of A so that
a a a a n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n ( )
Similarly, let a + be a kn × 1 vector formed by stacking the columns of A + . Note that M ( ) ⋅ is an operation of stacking an n 2 1 × vector a back to the form of an n n × matrix. This notation is frequently used in the formal discussion of normalization in the next section.
In Bayesian VAR models, prior distributions typically take up the following Gaussian form:
where Σ is an n n × symmetric, positive definite (SPD) matrix, H is a k k × SPD matrix, and P is a k n × matrix. As shown in Sims and Zha (1997) , the joint posterior p.d.f. of ( , ) a a + is of
variables. 3 See Sims and Zha (1997) for detailed discussion.
where ϕ( ; )
x y is a normal p.d.f. with mean x and covariance matrix y , S is a function of ( , , , ) Y X H Σ , U is a function of ( , , , ) Y X P H , and V is a function of ( , ) X H . Note that if there is no prior on ( , ) a a + (i.e., a flat prior on ( , ) a a + ), the joint posterior has the same form of distribution as (6) and (7) except S , U , and V are now functions of data Y and X . which is equivalent to reversing the sign of a "contractionary policy shock". Nothing is yet altered in regard to the essence of economic meanings except different labels or names are attached. Consequently, the sign of a particular equation can be fixed by arbitrarily restricting the value of one non-zero coefficient to be positive.
Normalization
The previous section articulates a well-known fact that estimation of identified multivariate model (3) does not depend on how each equation is normalized. In other words, the economic interpretation of the model, usually presented by the point estimates of impulse responses, is invariant to arbitrary rules of normalization. This argument, intuitive though it might seem to be, is no longer valid when a researcher desires to provide probability assessments for estimated impulse responses. Normalization can alter conclusions with respect to probability inferences.
To show why this is true, let us follow the identified VAR literature to focus on linear restrictions on contemporaneous coefficient matrix A . Specifically, assume that there are q linear restrictions and each restriction applies to parameters in one equation. Denote the subspace of R n 2 with such q linear restrictions by
where Q is a q n × 2 matrix and 0 is a q × 1 vector of 0 's. In the rest of this paper, the discussion about coefficient matrix A assumes that a ∈ .
5
To understand the shape of the likelihood, first consider marginal posterior distribution (6).
Since S is positive definite, p( ) a tends to zero as a tends to infinity, where ⋅ denotes a usual Euclidean norm throughout this paper. Hence, by standard compactness arguments, p( ) a has a maximum. Let $ a be a maximum point in . Since the maximum of conditional posterior p.d.f. (7) is the same for all a , it must be true that $ ,( ) $ a I U a ⊗ 1 6 is a maximum point for the joint posterior p.d.f. of ( , ) a a + . Now, consider reversing signs of coefficients in the i th equation. This implies reversing signs of all elements in the i th column of A as well as in the i th column of A + . From (6) and (7), it can be seen that sign changes in a + are related to those in a through transformation
. Therefore, the value of the joint posterior p.d.f. of ( , ) a a + does not change when such sign reversing takes place. There are a total of 2 n possible sign changes. Consequently, the joint posterior probability distribution of ( , ) A A + is symmetric around the origin and across the 2 n subspaces.
Such symmetry makes normalization indispensable for probability inferences of the model's 5 It is easy to see that the posterior p.d.f. of a in subspace still has the same form as (6). Since sign changes in a + are related to those in a through transformation ( ) I U a ⊗ , it is sufficient to discuss normalization only on coefficient vector a through this paper. To formalize the notion of normalization discussed so far, the following definition is in order.
by reversing signs of one or more columns of M ( ) a .
Note that there are a total of 2 n distinct elements in F ( ) a . As all points in F a 1 6 are identical up to sign changes, the essence of normalization is to summarize set F a 1 6 by a single point. The idea of such normalization is now formalized by an intuitive operation as defined below.
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Definition 2. Normalization is a function g: → with the properties:
(1) g a a 1 6 1 6
Clearly, normalization defined in Definition 2 can be intuitively thought of as collapsing set everywhere.
From the perspective of the likelihood principle, it is desirable to inform readers of the shape of posterior (6). This requires that normalization set the boundary of G farthest away from the peak of (6) Definition 3. ML distance normalization is normalization g: → (as defined in Definition 2) with the property that for any point b R
With Definition 3, the following algorithm carries out ML distance normalization. Traditional normalization used in the literature is to change signs of columns of A or equivalently signs of columns of M ( ) a so that all diagonal elements are restricted to be positive.
In light of Figure 1 , it is easy to see that this normalization is equivalent to distance normalization described in Algorithm 1 but with ML estimate $ a replaced by vec( ) I . By moving a to g( ) a that is closest to vec( ) I rather than ML estimate $ a , however, traditional normalization generates G that is different from that generated by ML distance normalization.
Thus, the implied shape of the likelihood or the posterior p.d.f. is different. The difference is likely to lead to quite different inferences about, say, impulse responses. To see this argument clearly, it may help to focus on two equations in an identified system.
Example 1. A Heuristic Case
Consider money supply (MS) and money demand (MD) equations of the form:
MS a R t a M t X t t MD a R t a M t X t t s s MS
3 4 If the normalization is to restrict all diagonal elements ( a 1 and a 4 ) to be positive for every a drawn from the posterior, it could induce an artificially large standard error of a 3 so that one may infer that both ML coefficient $ a 3 and the estimated first-period impulse response of money M to shock ε MS , $ ( , ) Φ 1 1 2 , are statistically "insignificant". But this is precisely not the inference one should make because the shape of the posterior, by assumption, is such that a 3 is very unlikely to be zero and ML coefficient $ a 3 is sharply estimated, not "insignificant". On the other hand, ML distance normalization will by definition deliver the correct inference: both coefficient $ a 3 and impulse response $ ( , ) Φ 1 1 2 are sharply estimated.
Although normalization in Definition 2 is a well-defined notion, there exists numerous rules 8 For example, Gordon and Leeper (1994) because it is likely to yield inferences about impulse responses that are not grossly at odds with inferences derived by ML distance normalization. In general, however, the rule that normalizes on off-diagonal elements may distort the shape of the likelihood.
Another example is the rule that normalizes on the diagonal of A −1 rather than A itself: if called "Choleksi decomposition" in the literature), this rule is generally different from the rule that normalizes on the diagonal of A because it moves a to g( ) a in the manner that
a is closest to fixed point vec( ) I . For the same reason that applies to the normalization on the diagonal of A , however, this alternative rule of normalization may still mislead one to infer that the impulse response of M to a money supply shock in Example 1 is "insignificant."
Monte Carlo Method and Results
The previous section defines the concept of normalization in the identified VAR framework and argues for ML distance normalization from the perspective of the likelihood principle. In this section, a numerical example is given to show that the two popular rules of normalization, (6) is not of any standard distribution. In general, there is no way to draw a directly from this posterior except in some special cases. 11 A general method so far used in the literature is the importance-sampling technique originally recommended by Sims and Zha (1995) . The basic idea is to approximate true posterior p.d.f. (6) with a Gaussian or tdistribution. Unfortunately, as the degree of simultaneity in model (3) increases, the form of posterior p.d.f. (6) tends to be very non-Gaussian in shape. As documented by Leeper, Sims, and Zha (1996, p. 37) , "Gaussian approximations to this form are so bad that importance sampling is prohibitively inefficient."
A wide variety of Monte Carlo (MC) methods, in particular Markov Chain simulation methods, have been discussed extensively in the recent literature (e.g., Geweke (1995) and Chib and Greenberg (1995) ). One MC method is called a "random walk Metropolis algorithm" (Tierney (1994) ). Given target distribution p( ) a in (6) whose distributions converge to the target distribution. Each sequence can be viewed as a random walk whose distribution is (6). Unlike importance sampling in which the approximate distribution remains the same, approximate distributions in the Metropolis algorithm improve at each step in the simulation. The Metropolis algorithm developed in this paper is now described as follows.
Algorithm 2. Initialize arbitrary value a According to Tierney (1994) , Algorithm 2 generates a sequence of random samples whose distributions converge to target distribution (6). Intuitively, step (b) in Algorithm 2 can be thought of as a stochastic version of stepwise optimization: when the value of the p.d.f.
increases, always step to climb; when the value decreases, only sometimes step down.
Algorithm 2 proves quite efficient for identified VAR models even when the shape of posterior (6) is very non-Gaussian and importance sampling becomes inefficient. Leeper, Sims, and Zha (1996) 12 . The middle line in Figure 2 is ML-estimated impulse responses, derived from ML estimates of ( , ) a a + . The two outer lines are .95 probability bands. 13 These bands are computed from 1.8 million MC samples by first drawing a with Algorithm 2 and then drawing a + directly from conditional Gaussian distribution (7).
14 The first column of graphics in Figure 2 displays probability bands generated by ML distance 12 The prior used here is simply a reference prior which is not influential on the characteristics of impulse responses. Rather, it is designed to eliminate erratic sampling errors as the model becomes large and to reduce tendency of overfitting the data in dynamic multivariate models. See Sims and Zha (1997) for detailed discussion.
13 Algorithm 2 is used to generate these bands. In step (a) of Algorithm 2, scale factor " c " is set at 0.25 and the degrees of freedom " υ " are set at 3. The proportion of random draw a 
Conclusion
In a simultaneous equations framework, it is well known that reversing signs of coefficients in equations is simply an outcome of normalization that does not change the model's economic interpretation. Traditional approaches to normalization are to restrict arbitrarily any non-zero ML estimate to be, say, positive. This paper argues that the shape of the likelihood or the posterior distribution could be distorted by inappropriate normalization rules. It discusses the concept of normalization in the context of dynamic multivariate models and introduces the method of ML distance normalization. Moreover, the paper develops a new Monte Carlo reasonable accuracy in approximations to the target posterior distribution.
Bayesian algorithm for computing probability bands for impulse responses. An example in the existing literature is used to highlight ML distance normalization as a way of preserving the shape of the likelihood. 
